red mug
brown bag
blue ball
black cat
coloured cube
dark coat
beautiful flower
high tree
big house
the bus comes
it is dark
mum sleeps
offer cake
the sun is shining
the wind is blowing
write on the paper
look at the fire
go to the shop
climb a tree
eat well
spread on the bread
five cups of tea
bunch of flowers
clean the teeth
four ducks
a slice of bread
one glass of milk
three cars
eight books
two pillows
eat bread
draw a picture
wash the clothes
cook the lunch
build a house
drink water
run to the car
talk about the bear
play the guitar
it is raining
the water flows
go into the house
Beni is splashing

father is working

mother is singing
hand of the bear

Beni's ball

nose of the dog
in front of the door

behind the curtain

ear of the bunny
among toys

under the table

next to the bed
eat with spoon
Listen to music
read a book
sleep in the night

drive a car

drink from glass